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ABSTRACT 
 

On Chip Preconcentration and Labeling of Protein Biomarkers  
Using Monolithic Columns: Device Fabrication,  

Optimization, and Automation 
 

Rui Yang 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, BYU 

Master of Science 
 

Detection of disease specific biomarkers is of great importance in diagnosis and treatment 
of diseases. Modern bioanalytical techniques, such as liquid chromatography with mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS), have the ability to identify biomarkers, but their cost and scalability are 
two main drawbacks. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is another potential tool, 
but it works best for proteins, rather than peptide biomarkers. Recently, microfluidics has 
emerged as a promising technique due to its small fluid volume consumption, rapidness, low 
fabrication cost, portability and versatility. Therefore, it shows prominent potential in the 
analysis of disease specific biomarkers. 

 
In this thesis, microfluidic systems that integrate monolith columns for preconcentration 

and on-chip labeling are developed to analyze several protein biomarkers. I have successfully 
fabricated cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) microfluidic devices with standard micromachining 
techniques. Monoliths are prepared in situ in microchannels via photopolymerization, and the 
physical properties of monoliths are optimized by varying the composition and concentration of 
monomers to achieve better flow and extraction. On-chip labeling of protein biomarkers is 
achieved by driving solution through the monolith using voltage and incubating fluorescent dye 
with protein retained in the monolith. Subsequently, the labeled proteins are eluted by applying 
voltages to reservoirs on the microdevice and detected by laser-induced fluorescence. Finally, 
automation of on-chip preconcentration and labeling is successfully demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

A biomarker, or biological marker, is a substance whose presence indicates the existence of 

a certain biological condition. A disease-specific biomarker can be a molecule either produced 

by infected cells or a specific chemical produced by the human body in response to the disease.1 

Therefore, detection of disease-specific biomarkers is of great importance in the diagnosis, 

monitoring and treatment of diseases, such as various types of cancers2-7 and pregnancy 

complications.8, 9 Significant research effort has been devoted to developing efficient and 

effective detection for disease-specific biomarkers. To date, approximately 115,000 papers have 

been published on the topic of biomarker-related detection.  

Despite outstanding progress achieved to date, effective analytical techniques for disease 

biomarkers, pathogenic bacteria and virus detection remain a significant challenge.10 Modern 

bioanalytical techniques, such as liquid chromatography with mass spectrometry (LC-MS), has 

the ability to identify biomarkers, but the cost and scalability are two main drawbacks.11 

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is another powerful technique to measure serum 

biomarkers, but it works best for protein rather than peptide biomarkers.12 On the other hand, 

microfluidics, especially integrated microfluidic devices, have emerged as a promising technique 

due to their small fluid volume consumption, rapidness, low fabrication cost, and portability.13-17 

Furthermore, the miniaturization of traditional electrophoretic analysis can realize the 

automation and parallelization of tests with reduced sample amount, operation time and cost.18, 19  
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Finally, human error and contamination can be potentially reduced by multifunctional integration 

of sample preparation, detection, and data processing on a single microfluidic device.20  

1.2 Microfluidics 

Microfluidics consists of microfabricated structures to precisely control fluids 

geometrically constrained to a small size scale, typically between 1 µm and 1 mm. It integrates 

aspects of many different scientific areas, including chemistry, physics, engineering, and biology 

to achieve fluidic sampling, control, monitoring, transport, mixing, reaction, incubation and 

analysis. Since most biological analyses and chemical reactions involve fluid transport, 

microfluidics is of great significance. As a result, microfluidics has been heavily used in a wide 

range of applications, including inkjet printing, biological analysis, biochemical detection, 

chemical synthesis, biomedicine, and drug delivery. 

1.2.1 Advantages of microfluidics 

Compared to bulk solution chemical and biological analysis, microfluidics offers several 

advantages.21 First, due to the small size scale, the diffusion distance for reactants to interact is 

very short. Thus, for diffusion-limited mixing processes, such as ELISA, the reaction time is 

much shorter in miniaturized devices.15 In addition, smaller device dimensions lead to reduced 

amounts of sample and reagents required for chemical or biological analysis. Another advantage 

associated with small dimensions is fast heat dissipation. In microchannels, Joule heat dissipation 

is more effective, and therefore higher voltages can be applied in electrically driven methods to 

improve separation efficiency. Second, miniaturized devices offer potential for high-throughput 

analysis. For example, a 384-lane capillary array electrophoresis device was developed on a 200 
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mm diameter glass substrate and utilized for massively parallel genetic analysis.22  Furthermore, 

miniaturized devices offer portability, which enables on-site analysis and point of care diagnoses.  

1.2.2 Microchip capillary electrophoresis  

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) employs small inner diameter (20-100 µm) capillaries to 

achieve high efficiency separations under the influence of an electric field. Pioneering work was 

done by Jorgenson et al.,23 who applied a voltage of up to 30 kV to Pyrex glass open tubular 

capillaries with a 75 µm inner diameter and transferred zone electrophoresis into the capillary 

format. The employment of a capillary solved some common problems with conventional 

electrophoresis. For example, the surface area to volume ratio is greatly enhanced in a capillary, 

which eliminates overheating caused by voltage applied. The resulting high efficiency separation 

abilities attracted growing interest to further develop this technique. To date, more than 58,000 

papers have been published on CE. 

In electrophoresis, sample ions move under the influence of an applied voltage. The 

separation of ions is based on differences in electrophoretic mobility. If band broadening is 

limited to diffusion, the number of theoretical plates in CE can be calculated using the following 

equation: 

                                                                                                                        (1.1) 

where µe is the electrophoretic mobility of the analyte in the separation medium, V is the applied 

voltage and D is the diffusion coefficient of the analyte. Analytes migrate along the capillary 

under high voltage and form zones due to differences in their electrophoretic mobilities.  

When voltage is applied to the solution in a capillary or microchannel, in many cases 

electrophoretic movement is not the only driving force in the system. When the inner wall is 

!
N = µeV

2D
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charged due to ionization of surface groups or adsorption of ions from the buffer, electroosmotic 

flow (EOF) is observed. With fused silica, silanol groups on the inner wall are deprotonated to 

form negatively charged silanoate groups when the pH of the electrolyte solution is above three. 

These silanoate groups attract cations from the electrolyte solution and form a fixed layer of 

positive charges at the capillary wall. However, the positive charge in the fixed layer is not 

sufficient to neutralize all the negative charge, so a second, more loosely bound layer of cations 

is attracted next to the fixed layer. This second layer is called the mobile layer since it is not 

bound as tightly as the fixed layer. There is an electrical imbalance associated with the potential 

difference across these layers, called the zeta potential, ζ. When a voltage is applied along the 

capillary, the mobile layer is pulled toward the negatively charged cathode. Since the cations are 

solvated, the bulk buffer solution is dragged by the cations, resulting in EOF. The EOF mobility 

(µEOF) is defined as 

                                                                                                                         (1.2) 

where ε is the applied electric field in V/cm, and η is the viscosity of the electrolyte solution. 

When considering both electrophoresis and EOF, the theoretical plate number is given by 

                                                                                                             (1.3) 

It is important to note that N is proportional to the voltage applied, rather than the length of 

the capillary, so miniaturized separation channels can still have high separation efficiency. 

Therefore, microchip CE offers shorter analysis time than traditional CE, with potential for 

comparable performance. Therefore, microchip CE has been widely used in the separation of 

DNA,24, 25 peptides,26 and proteins.27, 28  

!
µEOF = εζ /η

!
N = (µe + µEOF )V

2D
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1.2.3 Integration in microfluidic devices 

Although many microfluidic devices have been developed, they are generally considered as 

“proof of concept” systems and only suitable for samples with low complexity. Applications to 

actual biological mixtures, which consist of many components with wide concentration ranges, is 

still under development. Due to the small dimensions of microfluidic platforms, resolving power 

and peak capacity, which are the two critical parameters for mixture separation, are limited by 

the separation path. In addition, microfluidic devices often possess short optical detection path, 

so improvement of detection limits is also needed. 

One way to overcome these limitations is by integrating multiple functions onto a single 

chip. Many processes, such as sample extraction, purification, on-chip labeling and separation 

can be integrated within a single chip by well-developed photolithography techniques and the 

development of low-cost plastic materials. For example, samples can be preconcentrated and 

separated by integrating solid phase extraction (SPE),29, 30 31 or ion-permeable membranes,32, 33 

with subsequent microchip CE separation. In addition, multi-dimensional separations can be 

realized on a single device to improve peak capacity, as summarized by Maltezos et al.34 

Furthermore, many of the functions on a microchip are controlled by applying voltage, offering 

potential for a fully automated platform known as a micro-total-analysis system (µ-TAS) or lab-

on-a-chip. 

1.3 On-chip sample preparation 

One of the most difficult steps in microfluidic integration is sample preparation.35 Among 

various sample preparation techniques, SPE is widely used in sample extraction, 

preconcentration, and purification.36 Affinity and reversed-phase are two common columns in 
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SPE. The former has been used to extract or enrich bio-recognizable substances such as cancer 

biomarkers or PCR products,30, 37, 38 while the latter is more suitable for extraction of non-polar 

to moderately polar compounds.39  

1.3.1 Affinity columns 

An affinity column has affinity elements immobilized on a chromatographic column. In 

affinity columns, affinity elements bind with a specific type of compound, biomedical species, or 

group of species. Antibody-antigen interaction is one basis of affinity extraction, with antibody 

immobilized on the column.40 After sample is introduced, the specific analyte is bound to the 

antibody on the column while other mixture components are eluted from the column by the 

mobile phase. Thus, the bound component is separated from the mixture and then eluted from the 

column by decreasing the affinity between the analyte and the antibody, which is done by 

changing the pH or ionic strength of the mobile phase,40 or using a gradient elution technique.41 

Compared to SPE, affinity columns offer high specificity, a significant degree of purification, 

and good reproducibility. 

Affinity columns have been used widely in microfluidic analysis. In 2001, Harrison et al.42 

reported a microchip packed with protein A-coated microspheres for selective clean up and 

preconcentration of theophylline. Later, Wang et al.43 reported affinity monolithic columns 

immobilized with zirconium ions for selective enrichment of phosphopeptides. Peoples et al.44 

demonstrated a direct capture immunoaffinity separation for C-reactive protein (CRP) using a 

capillary-based microfluidic device. In their study, monoclonal anti-CRP was attached to 5.0 µm 

streptavidin-coated silica beads to make the solid support for separation columns. Recently, the 

Woolley group45 integrated affinity monoliths for on-line protein extraction and preconcentration 

with CE on poly(methyl methacrylate) microchips. In their study, anti-fluorescein isothiocyanate 
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(FITC) was immobilized on a monolith to selectively extract FITC-tagged proteins with a 92% 

elution efficiency. Biotinylated PCR product extraction was also reported by Njoroge et al.37 

PCR products were separated using a streptavidin-modified bed and analyzed by microchip CE.  

1.3.2 Packed beads  

Beads have been widely used in analytical chemistry for more than three decades. For 

example, chromatography columns have been packed with small particles to increase the surface 

to volume ratio and improve separation efficiency. In addition, many kinds of beads are 

commercially available and their properties are well documented. As a result, beads have been 

adopted in microchips for SPE. 

To increase the surface to volume ratio in microchannels, it is necessary to immobilize the 

beads within the channel so they are not flushed out when the device is in operation. Currently, 

several ways have been used to place the beads within a microfluidic device. First, a frit can be 

fabricated in the microchannel. For example, a sol-gel structure was prepared to retain silica 

particles for on-chip DNA purification.46 Alternatively, Harrison et al.47 used a two weir design 

to trap silica beads in the reaction chamber, and Andersson et al.48 demonstrated that a series of 

pillars could constrain beads placed in a chip. Similarly, Sato et al.49 demonstrated a “dam” 

design to constrain beads by constricting the height of the column from 100 µm to 10 µm.  In this 

way, beads can be packed relatively easily and can be modified to have various surface 

chemistries amenable to analytical operations, such as attaching antibodies.  

Fritless designs have also been developed for packing beads. Ceriotti et al.50 used a tapered 

channel to trap beads within a microfluidic system. Particles with a diameter of 3 µm were 

retained and packed without using a frit structure. Another approach was introduced by 

Andersson et al.,51 which allowed beads to be patterned on silica surfaces without the need for 
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packing in a chamber on a device. In their study, the surface of the microchannel was modified 

using a microcontact printing method. Beads were then placed within the microfluidic chip and 

self-assembled as a monolayer in the chip. Functionalized beads have also been assembled on 

surfaces using hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions,52 and oligonucleotides.53 Another 

interesting approach to achieve a self-assembled bead system enabling selective release was 

introduced by Malmstadt et al.54 This approach involved using beads modified with temperature 

sensitive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), which underwent a hydrophilic to hydrophobic phase 

transition at temperatures higher than the lower critical solution temperature. The beads were 

collected in the channel at an elevated temperature where they aggregated on the sides of the 

channel, and were released from the channel to be detected at lower temperature.  

Beads can be fabricated in a variety of ways using several different materials with various 

useful functionalities. As a result, they are widely used in microfluidics, as summarized in recent 

reviews.55-58 However, packed columns have some limitations associated with packing 

procedures, surface modification, and design constrains, which increase the complexity of the 

overall microchip fabrication. 

1.3.3 Monolithic columns 

Monolithic columns are seeing increased usage in microfluidics due to their easy 

preparation, no need for retaining structures, and tunable porosity and surface area.59 A 

comparison of monoliths and packed beads is shown in Table 1.1. 

The first use of a monolith in a chip for SPE was reported by Svec et al.60 Porous polymer 

monoliths with two different surface chemistries, hydrophobic and hydrophilic, were obtained 

using poly(butyl methacrylate-co-ethylene dimethacrylate) and poly(2-hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate-co-[2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]-trimethylammonium, respectively. An enrichment 
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of the tetrapeptide Phe-Gly-Phe-Gly up to 1000 fold was reported.61 Similarly, Tan et al.62 

developed a device with multiple hydrophobic monoliths fabricated within channels on a cyclic 

olefin copolymer (COC) chip, in which imipramine was extracted from human urine. Capillary 

electrochromatography is another application of monoliths that has been applied to chip based 

assays. Shediac et al.63 made UV initiated acrylate-based porous polymer monoliths as stationary 

phases for chip electrochromatography of amino acids and peptides. In addition to SPE 

applications, monoliths have also been utilized in other sample preparations. In a study by Rohr 

et al.,64 a photoinitiated monolith was used to assist in mixing of two fluorescent fluids. In 

another study by Yu et al.,65 a thermally responsive monomer was adapted into the monolith and 

the monolith acted as a valve under temperature variation.  

Table 1.1 Comparison of monoliths and packed beads for microchips 

 Monolithic Phase Packed beads 

Advantages • Ease of in-situ 
preparation 

• Control of pore 
properties 

• High flow rate 
• Flexible modification 
• Molded into any shape 
• No frit 
• Relatively 
biocompatible 

• High surface area 
• Higher column efficiencies 
• Small particle size 
• High operating pressures 
• Diverse column chemistry 
• Validated applications 
• Commercially available 

Disadvantages • Lower surface area 
• Lower column 
efficiency 

• Lower column to 
column reproducibility 

• High back pressure 
• Frit needed 
• Difficult to pack into 
microchannels 

 

Although monoliths possess a number of advantages compared to other on-chip sample 

preparation media, some disadvantages and limitations are inevitable. One of the drawbacks of 

monoliths is that in order to produce multiple functionalities within a single device, different 
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polymers are required. This can be addressed by in situ surface modification of monoliths 

through photografting,66 but that raises complexity. In addition, many polymeric monoliths are 

reported to swell in organic solvents, which reduces their stability. Furthermore, micropores are 

usually observed, which has a detrimental effect on the separation efficiency and peak symmetry 

in the column. Finally, technical expertise is required to produce monoliths, and batch-to-batch 

reproducibility can be a concern. 

1.4 Preparation of polymeric monoliths 

The preparation of a polymer based monolithic column in a microchannel is relatively 

simple. Briefly, a mixture of monomers, cross-linker and initiator, as well as porogenic solvents, 

is loaded into a microchannel. Then polymerization is initiated by heating the mixture, or by 

exposing the mixture to UV light. After polymerization, a solvent is delivered into the 

microchannel under pressure or voltage to rinse the monolith. A variety of polymeric monoliths 

has been fabricated and investigated,67 including butyl methacrylate,68 octyl methacrylate,69 

hexyl methacrylate,70 and lauryl methacrylate71 as monomers, and EDMA as a cross-linker. By 

varying the monomer mixture composition, column properties, such as hydrophobicity, pore size 

and charge, can be manipulated.  

Physical properties, such as surface area and pore size, are critical to the application of 

monoliths in microfluidics, because interacting sites are on the surface of the monolith and the 

pores are essential for flow. Therefore, optimization of surface area and pore size is required to 

achieve better loading capacity and separation efficiency. Key factors that affect the pore 

properties are temperature in thermally initiated polymerization, exposure time in photoinitiated 

polymerization, and content and composition of monomer solvent mixtures.  
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Controlling the polymerization temperature is an effective way of manipulating pore size 

and surface area. Peters et al.72 reported different pore size ranges obtained at different 

polymerization temperatures. A narrow pore size distribution was observed when polymerization 

was carried out at 70 °C, whereas a very broad pore size distribution was obtained when the 

polymerization temperature was 130 °C. It was reported that temperature affects nucleation rates, 

and that the difference in pore size range was induced by the difference in the number of nuclei 

at different temperatures.    

Porogen choice is another variable that can be used to control the pore properties without 

changing the chemical composition of the polymer. It was reported that solvation of the polymer 

chains in the reaction medium during the early stage of polymerization was affected by the 

choice of porogenic solvent.73 Svec et al.74 showed that the pore size of a poly(glycidyl 

methacrylate-co-ethylene dimethacrylate) monolith could be varied from 90 nm to 400 nm by 

using different concentrations of dodecanol (6% vs. 12%). In a study by Irgum et al.,75 the effect 

of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) dissolved in 2-methoxyethanol on the porous polymer was 

investigated. It was found that larger pore sizes were obtained by using PEG with higher 

molecular weight. However, the choice of porogens for the preparation of monoliths still remains 

more empirical than scientific. Therefore, proven porogen mixtures have been repeatedly used 

for certain types of monoliths. For example, a mixture of cyclohexanol and dodecanol has been 

used for methacrylate-based monoliths, and a mixture of toluene with longer chain alcohols has 

been used for the preparation of monoliths from styrene and divinylbenzene.  

The crosslinker also affects the morphology of polymeric monoliths. Previous studies 

showed that the pore size distribution shifted smaller with increased EDMA concentration.73 

Similar to the situation with porogens, the choice of crosslinker is also empirical, and the number 
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of commonly used crosslinkers is limited. EDMA is most widely used in the preparation of 

acrylate based monoliths, while divinylbenzene is typically used for styrenic monomers. 

1.5 Detection schemes  

1.5.1 Electrochemical detection 

In microfluidics, electrochemical detection is achieved by monitoring the resistance of a 

solution or the current from an electrochemical process, known as conductometry and 

amperometry, respectively. Electrochemical detection offers advantages well suited for 

microfluidics, including miniaturization capabilities, low cost, low power requirements, low limit 

of detection (as low as 10 pM), and high compatibility with advanced micromachining and 

microfabrication technologies. 

In conductivity detection, the conductivity difference between background electrolyte in 

solution and the analyte is measured,76 by either direct contact between the detection electrodes 

and the fluid inside the channel,77 or by an isolated detection electrode integrated on a 

microchip.78 Recent applications of conductivity detection in microfluidics are summarized by 

Hoffman et al.79  

1.5.2 Optical detection 

Compared to electrochemical detection, optical methods have several advantages. They 

generally have detection limits as low as 1 pM. In addition, optical detection is usually isolated 

from the fluid, avoiding fouling and bubble formation. Moreover, optical methods can monitor a 

wide range of compounds that do absorb the optical wavelength. 

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is the most widely used optical detection method in 

microfluidics due to its low detection limit. In this method, a laser is used to excite fluorescent 
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molecules from the electronic ground state to an excited state. When the excited molecules return 

to the ground state, light is emitted with a longer wavelength than the laser. Since many samples 

do not fluoresce naturally, they need to be derivatized with fluorescent tags.80 In microfluidic 

systems, the limit of detection is usually limited by the short optical path. In addition, 

background emission from sources other than the analyte must be eliminated, including scattered 

laser light, fluorescence from the buffer and the device, Rayleigh scattering, and Raman 

scattering.  

Although LIF has low limits of detection, it also has some disadvantages. LIF often 

requires delicate and expensive hardware, which limits its miniaturization and portability in point 

of care applications. In addition, labeling is required for compounds that do not fluoresce 

naturally, involving time-consuming derivatization procedures.  

1.6 Thesis overview 

In this thesis, I report the fabrication and optimization of microfluidic columns for solid 

phase extraction and on-chip labeling. In Chapter 2, I give an overview of the most widely used 

materials: silicon, glass, and polymers, followed by an introduction of micromachining 

techniques for cyclic olefin copolymer devices, including photolithography and hot embossing. 

In Chapter 3, I present the design, fabrication and optimization of monoliths for off-chip solid 

phase extraction. Monoliths were prepared by in-situ photopolymerization in microchannels. 

Different types and concentrations of monomers were employed and evaluated, and retention of 

several proteins was determined in proof of concept experiments. In Chapter 4, I demonstrate 

automated on-chip labeling experiments using the monoliths optimized in Chapter 3. Finally, in 

Chapter 5, I give general conclusions from my work and future directions for this research. 
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CHAPTER 2   

MICROFLUIDIC CHIP FABRICATION  

2.1 Introduction 

In microfluidics, short reaction times, laminar flows and capillary effects are unique 

phenomena in the microscale.1, 2 Therefore, the surface properties of a material are of great 

importance since they can result in either unique function or problems that do not occur at the 

macroscale.3 As a result, the choice of an appropriate material is important to optimizing the 

function of a microfluidic device.  

A variety of materials have been utilized for the fabrication of microfluidic devices. 

Among these materials, silicon is popular because of well-established micromachining 

techniques, as well as its mechanical properties, chemical resistance, well characterized 

processing techniques and the capability for circuitry integration.4 Glass has also been widely 

used in microfluidic devices, especially for capillary electrophoresis, due to its optical 

transparency and ease of electroosmotic flow.5 Currently, polymers or plastics are very 

promising materials for microfluidic devices because of their low manufacturing cost and 

appropriate properties for performing biochemical analyses.  

2.1.1 Silicon 

Silicon is opaque in the visible light range. Vertical channel sidewalls can be created in 

silicon crystals. Silicon has good resistance against organic solvents, high thermal conductivity, 

and reliable electroosmotic flow.  In addition, thin films of metal (i.e., Ti/Pt) can be easily 

deposited on silicon surfaces, for example, to control the heating of microchannels.6 Given these 
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advantages, silicon has been widely used in a number of microfluidic applications.6-18 For 

example, Harris et al.7 reported a silicon microfluidic ultrasonic separator. Similarly, Chen et al.8 

developed a crossflow blood filtration system using silicon nano-filters and reported a maximum 

plasma selectivity of 97.7%. Luque et al.10 reported a pneumatically actuated silicon microfluidic 

valve, and a silicon-based thermal distribution microfluidic sensor was reported by Weiping et 

al.11  

Wet etching and dry etching are the two mainstream techniques to form channels on silicon 

substrates.3 Since crystalline silicon has a preferential etching direction in wet etching, 

anisotropic channels are produced when potassium hydroxide (KOH), tetramethyl ammonium 

hydroxide (TMAH), and ethylene diamine pyrocatechol (EDP) are used as etchants.4 However, 

isotropic channels can also be prepared by a technique called “HNA” etching, in which a mixture 

of hydrofluoric acid (HF), nitric acid (HNO3) and acetic acid (CH3COOH) are used to etch. In 

dry etching, the most commonly used process is reactive ion etching. Ions are excited by radio 

frequency energy and generate physical and chemical reactions on the exposed area of silicon 

substrates.19 

Silicon materials also have some limitations. It should be noted that these etching 

techniques involve dangerous chemicals (e.g., HF) and therefore require specialized facilities. In 

addition, thermal bonding requires high temperature and pressure and a clean environment; 

anodic bonding also requires relatively high temperatures, as well as clean and flat wafer 

surfaces. Furthermore, silicon is gas impermeable, which makes it less attractive for biological 

applications that involve living cells. 
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2.1.2 Glass  

Glass has similarities with silicon: resistance to organic solvents, high thermal conductivity 

and stable electroosmotic flow.3 In addition, glass is optically transparent and electrically 

insulating, and rounded channel sidewalls are usually produced after wet etching due to the 

amorphous nature of glass.  Wet etching and thermal bonding are the main techniques to form 

channels on glass substrates.20, 21 Typical etchants are HF, or a mixture of HF and HNO3. Glass 

materials have been widely used in capillary electrophoresis (CE) because: (1) the direct use of 

electroosmotic flow offers valve free design and short analysis times;22 and (2) its high thermal 

conductivity and reliable electroosmotic flow provide better performance than silicon.3, 23 For 

example, Manz et al.20, 21 integrated CE and sample injection on a planar glass chip. Reschke et 

al.24 developed a glass microfluidic device for simultaneous separation and detection of cations 

and anions with suppressed electroosmotic flow and a single injection point. Recently, Meagher 

et al.25 reported microchip CE of DNA following preconcentration at photopatterned gel 

membranes in a glass microfluidic device. Besides CE, glass has also been used as a microfluidic 

emitter electrospray ionization source.26-28 Similar to silicon, glass is not gas permeable, which 

limit its applications in long-term cell culture.    

2.1.3 Polymers and plastics 

Polymers are a popular and promising substrate material in microfluidics due to their low 

fabrication cost and massive production capability.3, 29-31 Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) are three commonly used 

types of polymers in microfluidics.  

 Due to its optical transparency and low cost, PMMA has been used widely in 

microfluidics. For example, Petersen et al.32 reported a PMMA device that integrated on-chip 
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polypropylene membrane extraction with online ultraviolet absorbance and mass spectrometric 

detection. Jubery et al.33 demonstrated 10,000-fold pre-concentration of cardiac proteins in a 

PMMA microfluidic device. Reedy et al.34 also reported solid phase extraction of DNA from 

biological samples in a post-based PMMA microdevice. Similarly, Hwang et al.35 reported a 

PMMA microfluidic device for on-chip extraction of bacterial DNA. PMMA devices for rapid 

detection of glucose and methanol were also reported.36, 37 However, PMMA, like silicon and 

glass, is not gas permeable. In addition, it swells or dissolves in many organic solvents and has 

poor resistance to many other chemicals. Therefore, biological and chemical compatibility 

should be taken into consideration when using PMMA.3 

Similar to PMMA, a significant advantage of PDMS is its ease of prototype fabrication.31 

In contrast to PMMA, PDMS possesses high elasticity, which is useful in microfluidic pump and 

valve applications.  For example, Quist et al.38 reported elastomeric microvalves in PDMS 

devices. In addition, PDMS is gas permeable and cell culture compatible, which is necessary for 

long-term cell culture on an environment controlled microdevice.39 As a result, PDMS is broadly 

utilized in bio-related research, such as cell culture and screening, and biochemical assays. 40, 41 

For example, Li et al.42 developed a PDMS microfluidic system to study the response of 

endothelial cells to pressure. Kayo et al.43 reported a PDMS microfluidic device for 

immunoaffinity separation of mitochondria from cell culture. However, PDMS also has notable 

limitations.44 PDMS is incompatible with many organic solvent and not suitable for many 

quantitative experiments because of the absorption of hydrophobic molecules and biomolecules 

on channel walls, and water loss due to evaporation through the channel walls.45 Moreover, for 

many applications, including monolithic solid phase extraction, surface modification is 

required.46 
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Table 2.1 Overview of different polymer micro/nanofabrication techniques* 

 Casting Hot embossing Injection molding 

Investment Low Moderate High 

Manufacturability Low Moderate High 

Cycle time 8-10 hours 1 hour 1 min 

Polymer choices Low Moderate Moderate 

Mold replication Good Good Good 

Reusability of mold 
No (photolithography-

based molds) 
Yes Yes 

*Adapted from Ref. 29 

Recently, COC has emerged as a promising material in microfluidics. COC has high 

transmission in the UV and visible, low self-fluorescence, and is stable in organic solvents such 

as acetonitrile.47 In addition, stable monoliths can be formed in COC devices without channel 

surface modification.48 Therefore, COC is seeing wide application in microfluidic separations 

with monoliths. For example, Faure et al.49 developed a COC microfluidic device with an 

acrylate monolith for chip electrochromatography. Similarly, Ladner et al. 48 reported 

photopolymerization of an acrylate monolith in COC and its application in 

electrochromatography. Nge et al.50 integrated monolithic solid phase extraction and on-chip 

labeling on a COC microfluidic device for heat shock protein 90, offering promising potential for 

automated analysis. 

One of the most significant advantages of polymers is their massive production availability, 

which allows commercialization of lab-on-a-chip technology.29 Currently, casting, hot 

embossing and injection molding are the three major techniques for device fabrication with a 
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mold master. Ahn et al.29 provided an excellent review summarizing the principles for these three 

fabrication method, and an overview of these techniques is given in Table 2.1. 

 COC was chosen for this project due to its optical properties, stability in organic solvents 

and ease of monolith formation. In this chapter, fabrication methods for COC devices using well-

established micromachining techniques are presented. Briefly, a silicon master mold is prepared, 

followed by replica molding of COC on the master mold via hot embossing. Finally, 

microchannels are formed by attaching the channel layer to another COC slab via thermal 

bonding. 

Si 

AZ 3330 

S1805 PR 

Si 

AZ 3330 

S1805 PR 

Si 

AZ 3330 

Si 
AZ 3330 

Si 

Si 

Si 

AZ 3330 

SiO2 
Spin Coating Masking 

UV exposure &  
development 

HF etching Acetone rinsing 

KOH etching 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) 
(f) 

(g) 

Figure 2.1 Mold fabrication procedures: (a) back side spin-coating of AZ3330, (b) Spin-coating of 
S1805, (c) masking, (d) UV exposure and development, (e) HF etching of silica layer, (f) removal of 
remaining S1805, and (g) KOH etching of silicon surface. 
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2.2 COC device fabrication  

2.2.1 Master mold fabrication 

The fabrication process of a mold is shown in Figure 2.1. Silicon with a silica layer is used 

as the mold substrate. After rinsing with acetone and 2-propanol, the wafer is dried in an Ultra-

Clean 100 oven (Lab-Line Instruments, Melrose Park, IL) for 15 min at 150 °C. Next, a layer of 

AZ3330 (AZ Electronic Materials, Branchburg, NJ) is spin-coated at 1000 rpm for 30 seconds to 

protect the back side (Figure 2.1a). Then the wafer is heated at 110 °C for 2 minutes to remove 

any residual solvent. Following cooling, a S1805 photoresist layer is spin-coated on the silica 

surface at 4000 rpm for 60 seconds (Figure 2.1b). After baking at 110 °C for 2 minutes for 

photoresist dehydration, the mold is cooled to room temperature and then covered with a mask 

with the desired shape of microchannel (Figure 2.1c). Then the wafer with the mask is exposed 

to UV light for 10 seconds and developed in MF24A solution for 15 to 20 seconds, depending on 

the desired channel height (Figure 2.1d). Following rinsing, the exposed silica is etched with HF 

for 300-400 seconds until the wafer becomes hydrophobic (Figure 2.1e). After HF is rinsed off 

with deionized water, the unexposed area of S1805 is rinsed off with acetone (Figure 2.1f). 

Finally, 40 wt% KOH is used to etch the channel shape on the silicon wafer for 45 minutes in a 

water bath at 70 °C to achieve a channel depth of approximately 20 µm. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2 Master mold design of COC device: (a) four-reservoir straight channel design, and (b) eight-
reservoir design for on-chip preconcentration and labeling. 

1 cm 1 cm 
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Two types of master molds have been used in this work (Figure 2.2). The first one is a 

four-reservoir cross design as shown in Figure 2.2a, which consists of 50 mm and 20 mm 

channels that intersect. In the preparation and optimization of monoliths (Chapter 3), this master 

mold was used to produce a 50 mm microchannel device. The second design with eight 

reservoirs (Figure 2.2b) was used in automation of on-chip preconcentration and labeling, which 

is discussed in detail in Section 4.2. 

2.2.2 Hot embossing 

The microfluidic design was transferred onto COC by hot embossing as shown in Figure 

2.3. The master mold obtained in section 2.2.1 and the COC substrate were placed in a muffle 

oven at 138 °C for 24 minutes. During this process, COC was softened and filled the voids 

between it and the master mold under pressure. Then the plates were cooled down to release the 

replicated COC substrate. To form a microchannel, another flat COC slab was attached to the 

replicated substrate and thermally bonded together in a muffle oven at 110 °C for 28 minutes. 

After cooling, the COC device was rinsed with isopropyl alcohol to clean the surface of 

microchannels. The morphology of the microchannels was determined by imaging using a Nikon 

Mold 

COC 

Pressure 

Heat 

Pressure 

Heat 

Final COC  
channel layer 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.3 Schematic of hot embossing process. 
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Eclipse TE30 inverted microscope with a CCD camera (Coolsnap HQ, Roper Scientific, 

Sarasota, FL). 

2.3 COC device characterization 

The fabrication procedure described in section 2.2.2 produced COC devices with 

microchannels having widths and depths matching those of the master mold used to make the 

replica. Figure 2.4 shows photographs of a complete straight channel COC device and a 

microscopic magnified view of the microchannel. A straight channel without any defects is 

observed, suggesting that the micromachining procedures were successfully carried out and that 

microchannel had been successfully replicated in the COC device.  

 To further ensure that the microchannel was completely enclosed via thermal bonding and 

not blocked by dust or debris, 1 µL of distilled water was added to one channel reservoir and 

allowed to flow through the channel under pressure. If the water easily filled the channel 

completely, the device was considered appropriate for future testing. Otherwise, any device with 

difficulty filling the channel was considered defective and was discarded. 

  

Figure 2.4 Fabricated COC device (left) and magnified view of the microchannel (right).   

1 cm 1 µm 
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CHAPTER 3 

PREPARATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF POROUS POLYMER MONOLITHS 

3.1 Introduction 

Sample preparation is crucial in quantitative bio-analysis since this is often the most time 

and labor intensive step in a bioanalytical method.1, 2 In addition, sample preparation offers 

sample preconcentration and prevents matrix interferences in LC-MS/MS analyses.3 Among 

various types of sample preparation techniques, monolithic columns have a number of 

advantages, e.g., ease of in-situ preparation, controllable shape, porosity and selectivity, and fast 

mass transport, in an effort to overcome some of the challenges associated with other methods.  

In this chapter, the preparation and optimization of an organic polymeric monolith in 

cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) devices fabricated as described in chapter 2 is presented. 

Reversed-phase porous polymer monoliths from methyl-, butyl-, octyl- and lauryl-methacrylate 

were synthesized and tested with pre-labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA) and myoglobin. 

Loading, retention and elution of pre-labeled BSA and myoglobin were measured and compared.  

3.2 Experimental section 

3.2.1 Materials 

Cyclic olefin copolymer (Zeonor 1020R) was obtained from Zeon Chemicals (Louisville, 

KY). Methyl methacrylate (MMA), butyl methacrylate (BMA), octyl methacrylate (OMA), 

lauryl methacrylate (LMA), 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA), 1-dodecanol, 

ethylene dimethacrylate (EDMA), and isopropyl alcohol were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich 

(St. Louis, MO). Cyclohexanol was from J. T. Baker (Phillipsburg, NJ). Tween 20 was 
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purchased from Mallinckrodt Baker (Paris, KY). Hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC, 100 kDa 

average molecular weight) was from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 

was obtained from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). BSA and heat shock protein 90 (HSP90) 

were purchased from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA, USA). BSA was labeled with 

fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), while HSP90 was labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester. 

Both fluorophores were obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Anhydrous sodium carbonate, 

sodium bicarbonate, acetonitrile (ACN), and sodium azide were obtained from EMD Chemicals 

(Gibbstown, NJ), and buffer solution was prepared by mixing these four chemicals with 

deionized water.  

Figure 3.1 Schematic designs and photographs of microfluidic devices: (a) a single channel 
with two reservoirs for SPE and on-chip labeling. (b) A six-reservoir device for integrated and 
automated experiments, in which the reservoirs are: 1 and 2 - loading buffer, 3-elution buffer, 
4-dye, 5-protein, and 6-rinsing buffer. All the channels have a width of 50 µm, and a depth of 
20 µm. The monoliths are 2 mm long. 
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3.2.2 Device fabrication 

A single COC plate was obtained by cutting a COC sheet into pieces, each having a 

length of 5 cm and a width of 2.5 cm with an electric motor saw. Reservoirs in the bonded device 

were produced by drilling holes in the cover plate. The microdevices were fabricated using a 

combination of photolithographic patterning, etching, hot embossing and thermal bonding as 

described by Kelly et al.4 Bonding of COC was done at 110 °C for 24 min. A simple, two-

reservoir layout (Figure 3.1a) was used for preliminary testing and a six-reservoir layout was 

used for automated and integrated SPE and on-chip labeling (Figure 3.1b). The channels in the 

design were approximately 50 µm wide and 20 µm deep. Channels were rinsed with isopropyl 

alcohol prior to polymerization of monolith. 

Table 3.1 Monolith composition 

Monomer 

(g) 

Cross-linker 

(g) 

Porogen 

(g) 

Photoinitiator 

(g) 

Surfactant 

(g per 0.5 g of 

mixture) 

 EDMA Cyclohexanol 1-dodecanol DMPA Tween 20 

0.30 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.08 0.20 

 

3.2.3 Monolith preparation in microchannels 

Monoliths were fabricated by a modification of a previously reported recipe.5 Porogens, 

photoinitiator, and Tween 20 were weighed according to the values listed in Table 3.1 and mixed 

with each different monomer (i.e., MMA, BMA, OMA, or LMA). The solution was sonicated 

until the photoinitiator was completely dissolved and then degassed for 5 min. It was next loaded 

into the device, and black tape was used as a mask to expose only the desired chip region to UV 

radiation. Exposure was carried out with the use of a SunRay 400 lamp from Intelligent 
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Dispensing Systems (Encino, CA) at 200 W for 12 to 15 min. A 2 mm long monolith was formed 

in each microdevice in the location indicated in Figure 3.1. After polymerization, devices were 

rinsed with isopropyl alcohol. Then each device was washed with deionized water several times 

and air-dried prior to characterization and testing. 

3.2.4 Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out using a Philips XL30 ESEM FEG 

apparatus in low vacuum mode using a gaseous secondary detector. A voltage of 10 to 12 V was 

applied to the surface depending on the extent to which monolith charged. The channel with 

monolith was laser cut and glued on plastic stubs. The edge that contained the monolith was cut 

manually using a microtome with a glass knife. Once the monolith was exposed, the surface was 

cleaned using scotch tape to remove debris. Then the sample was mounted on aluminum stubs 

using carbon tape and coated with silver using a Polaron Sputterer to reduce charging during 

SEM imaging. The samples were coated under an applied potential of 2.5 kV, a current of 18-20 

mA, and a pressure of 0.1 Torr for 3 minutes. 

To evaluate the extent to which different samples adsorbed on the monolith, fluorescent 

dyes and two proteins (BSA and HSP90) were loaded by applying +400 V to reservoir 2 and 

grounding reservoir 1 for 5 min. Rinsing was done by replacing the sample in reservoir 1 with 

buffers having different ACN concentrations (i.e., 30% and 50%) and applying the same voltages 

as in the previous step for 2 min. For elution, the rinse buffer in reservoir 1 was replaced with 

eluent consisting of 85% ACN, 15% carbonate buffer (7.5mM, pH 9.6), 0.05% HPC, and 0.05% 

SDS. To accomplish elution, reservoir 1 was grounded and +1000 V was applied to reservoir 2. 

The retention was monitored via CCD detection by measuring the background-subtracted 

fluorescent intensity on monoliths after rinsing and elution, to compare the retention and elution 
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of proteins in monoliths prepared from different monoliths. A Nikon Eclipse TE300 inverted 

microscope equipped with a CCD camera (Coolsnap HQ, Roper Scientific, Sarasota, FL) was 

used for imaging. A 488 nm blue laser (JDSU, Shenzhen, China) was used and a 10X expander 

was used to increase the laser beam diameter, which was directed to a 10X, 0.45 NA objective on 

the microscope. For fluorescence monitoring, the detection point was positioned either next to 

reservoir 2 (Figure 3.1), or directly on the monolith. The collected CCD images were analyzed 

using V++ Precision Digital Imaging software (Auckland, New Zealand). 

To achieve lower detection limits, photomultiplier tube (PMT) detection was applied, in 

which the detection point was positioned next to reservoir 2 in Figure 3.1b. Collected 

fluorescence went through a D600/60 band-pass filter (Chroma, Rockingham, VT) and was 

detected at a Hamamatsu PMT (HC120-05, Bridgewater, NJ); out-of-focus light was blocked by 

a 1000 µm diameter pinhole. The PMT voltage signal was processed by a preamplifier (SR-560, 

Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) and an analog-to-digital converter (PCI 6035E, 

National Instruments, Austin, TX) and was recorded by LabView software running on a Dell 

computer. 

3.2.5 Data analysis 

To evaluate the extent to which proteins were retained on monoliths prepared from 

different monomers, 200 ng/mL of BSA was loaded on each monolith. The retention was 

monitored via CCD detection by measuring the background-subtracted fluorescent intensity on 

the monolith after rinsing and elution with 50% and 85% ACN, respectively. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

Thermally bonded COC devices with monoliths prepared from different monomers were 

prepared. COC was chosen as the substrate material because of its stability in common types of 

organic solvents, such as ACN used in this study for sample elution. Poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) dissolves in ACN, and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) requires additional surface 

modification and also swells in solvents.6-8 Tween 20 was added as a surfactant to increase the 

through pore size via affecting phase separation during emulsion. Surfactant content was selected 

to be 30%, since monoliths prepared with higher surfactant content produced bubbles, which 

hindered the flow of solution in the microchannel.9 A 70% total porogen content was selected 

since a soft monolith was produced when the content was above 75%, consistent with results 

reported by Pagaduan et al.9    

3.3.1 Effect of monomer type 

In this work, monoliths were prepared with different types of monomers (MMA, BMA, 

OMA, and LMA).  Figure 3.2 shows SEM images of monoliths prepared with these four 

different monomers. For the monolith prepared from MMA (Figure 3.2a), evenly packed nodules 

with a diameter of approximately 500-1000 nm were observed. Through pores formed by the 

voids between these nodules were in the same size range. For monoliths prepared from the other 

three kinds of monomers, nodules with much smaller sizes were observed, which resulted in 

more surface area and hence more sample binding sites. For the BMA monolith (Figure 3.2b), 

through pores with diameters of several hundreds of nanometers were observed. A uniform 

monolith was observed only within the central section, while the majority of the channel 

contained discrete porous clusters with different lengths. This is consistent with the observations 
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of Ramsey and Collins,10 which were explained by localized fluid flow during in situ 

photopolymerization. For monoliths prepared from OMA and LMA, different sizes of through 

pores formed by agglomerates of nodules with a diameter of approximately 100 nm were 

observed, which is favorable since irregular pores enhance convective transport as liquids flow 

through the monolith.11  

Figure 3.3 shows the normalized retention and elution of BSA on monoliths prepared 

from different monomers. First, it should be emphasized that none of the monoliths moved under 

the high voltage applied during rinsing and elution, in agreement with Landers et al’s12 and Nge 

et al’s5 results. As a result, complicated column pretreatments, such as photografting, were 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.2 SEM images of monoliths prepared from (a) MMA (scale bar for the inset: 2 µm), 
(b) BMA, (c) OMA, and (d) LMA.  
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avoided.12 It was observed that the retention of BSA after rinsing with 50% ACN increased for 

monoliths prepared from MMA, BMA, and OMA in the order of increasing carbon chain length, 

consistent with the increased hydrophobicity associated with the size of the monomer. 

Fluorescent intensities after elution with 85% ACN were very low, indicating that the retained 

BSA in the column was eluted almost completely. For monoliths prepared from a MMA and 

LMA mixture, the retention of BSA was comparable to that obtained on the one prepared from 

OMA, which could be explained by the introduction of MMA with lower hydrophobicity. For 

monoliths prepared from a BMA and LMA mixture, much higher retention was observed, which 

is due to the greater hydrophobicity of BMA compared to MMA. However, the fluorescent 

intensities for BSA on both types of mixed LMA monoliths after elution with 85% ACN 

remained relatively high, indicating stronger interaction between BSA and monoliths. 

Additionally, for monoliths prepared from LMA, buffer flow through the column was limited. In 

order to obtain optimal sample preconcentration, the ideal situation is high protein retention on 

Figure 3.3 Retention and elution of BSA on monoliths prepared from different types of monomers 
after rinsing with 50% and 85% ACN, respectively. Measurements were done with 200 ng/mL BSA.  
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the monolith during rinsing, followed by complete removal during the elution step. Based on this 

information, monoliths prepared from OMA are the best choice. 

3.3.2 Effect of OMA concentration 

Since monoliths prepared from OMA exhibit good retention and elution capabilities, their 

concentrations were further optimized. Figure 3.4 shows a comparison of monoliths prepared 

from different OMA concentrations (20% and 30%). Although the primary nodule sizes of the 

two monoliths were almost identical, different sizes of through pores were observed. For 

monoliths prepared with 20% OMA (Figure 3.4a), the observed pore diameter was 

approximately 500 nm, while the pore diameter for that prepared from 30% OMA was 

approximately 1 µm. This difference in pore size could be explained by less efficient 

crosslinking with the lower concentration of monomer.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.4 SEM images of monoliths prepared from OMA with different concentrations: (a) 20% 
and (b) 30%. 
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Retetion results provide further 

insights into the optimization of these 

monoliths. Figure 3.5 shows a comparison 

of elution of pre-labeled BSA with 

monoliths prepared with 20%, 30%, and 

40% OMA. For the monolith prepared with 

20% OMA, two overlapping peaks were 

observed during elution. The first large peak 

is attributed to the fluorescent dye, while the 

second smaller one is assigned to labeled 

BSA, suggesting that not only BSA was 

extracted by the monolith, but also the 

fluorescent dye. For the monolith prepared 

with 40% OMA, no distinct peak of protein 

was observed, which could be explained by the increased interaction between protein and 

monolith with increased monomer content. For the monolith prepared with 30% OMA, a single 

peak of BSA was observed, suggesting successful extraction of BSA without retaining 

fluorescent dye. Therefore, an OMA monomer concentration of 30% was best suited for the 

extraction of proteins.  

3.4 Conclusion 

In summary, reversed phase polymeric monoliths in COC devices were successfully 

prepared and optimized. Different types and concentrations of monomers were used, and the 

Figure 3.5 Elution of pre-labeled BSA protein with 
85% ACN using monoliths prepared with different 
concentrations of OMA. From top to bottom: 20% 
OMA, 30% OMA and 40% OMA. Chromatograms 
are offset vertically for clarity.  
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properties of each resultant monolith were investigated. Results show that monoliths prepared 

with 30% OMA were the best choice for solid phase extraction of proteins. This optimized 

formulation of monolith has great potential for integrating monolithic columns in microfluidic 

devices because of the several advantages. Monoliths formed by this optimized recipe exhibit 

high surface area and adjustable pore size for successful solid phase extraction. In addition, 

liquid solution, such as buffer solutions, can flow through the optimized monolith by capillary 

action, and electrophoretic flow can be used to move fluid through the monolith. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MONOLITHIC SOLID PHASE EXTRACTION IN MICROFLUIDICS 

4.1 Introduction 

With the monolith composition optimization finished, the next step in device 

development is to demonstrate the solid phase extraction (SPE) function of the monolith. To do 

this, the retention and elution of two prelabeled proteins, heat shock protein 90 (HSP90) and 

bovine serum albumin (BSA), were tested first. Then on-chip labeling of HSP90 with the 

fluorescent dye Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester was tested. Finally, automated integrated SPE and on-

chip labeling of HSP90 were performed. 

4.2 Experimental section 

The microdevices were fabricated using a combination of photolithographic patterning, 

etching, hot embossing and thermal bonding as described in Section 2.2. The two device layouts 

are shown in Figure 3.1. Monolith fabrication is described in Section 3.2.3.  

4.2.1 Instrumentation and microdevice operation 

Off-chip labeling of HSP90 with Alexa Fluor TFP 488 ester was done using a process 

similar to the one described by Nge et al.1 Briefly, HSP90 solution was prepared in bicarbonate 

buffer at a concentration of 220 µg/mL. Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester solution (5 µL) with a 

concentration of 10 mg/mL in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was added to 250 µL of protein 

solution and incubated in the dark overnight at room temperature. Unconjugated dye was filtered 
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from the protein using an Eppendorf 5418 centrifugal filter device. The labeled protein samples 

were collected and then stored in the dark at 4 °C until used. 

Before sample loading, monolithic columns were rinsed with 2-propanol several times to 

clean the channel surface, and then bicarbonate buffer (10 mM, pH 9.3) was vacuumed into the 

channel. Next, the stability of the current was examined by applying +600 V to reservoir 2 and 

grounding reservoir 1 for 1 min (see Figure 3.1 for reservoir numbering). At the same time, the 

microdevice was observed in a Nikon Eclipse TE300 inverted microscope coupled with CCD 

camera (Coolsnap HQ, Roper Scientific, Sarasota, FL) to make sure no bubbles were trapped in 

the microchannel.  

After column preconditioning and prescreening, operation for the simple design (Figure 

3.1a) was as follows. For SPE experiments, labeled protein samples were placed in reservoir 1 

and loaded by applying +600 V to reservoir 2 and grounding reservoir 1 for 10 min. A 200 

µg/mL solution of labeled HSP90 was loaded onto a column with a in-situ grown OMA 

monolith, and a control was done by loading the same sample into a column without monolith. 

Both columns were eluted by placing 85% ACN in reservior 1 and applying the same voltages as 

in the loading step.  

To evaluate the extent to which different samples adsorbed on the monolith, on column 

imaging was performed to measure background-subtracted fluorescence intensities after the 

rinsing and elution steps. Fluorescent dyes, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and Alexa Fluor 

488 TFP ester, (each 100 nM) and proteins (BSA and HSP90) were transferred into reservoir 1 

and loaded by applying +400 V to reservoir 2 and grounding reservoir 1 for 5 min. Rinsing and 

elution were done by replacing the sample in reservoir 1 with 50% and 85% ACN, respectively. 

In these two steps, +600 V were applied to reservoir 2 and reservoir 1 was grounded.  
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For on-chip labeling experiment in the simple device (Figure 3.1a), unlabeled protein 

samples were loaded in the same way as the labeled samples. Next, reservoir 1 was rinsed and 

filled with fluorescent dye solution (10 mg/mL) in DMSO. This solution was driven through the 

column by applying the same voltages as in loading for 10 min, followed by incubation for 10-15 

min with the voltage off. Rinsing was performed by replacing the labeling solution in reservoir 1 

Figure 4.1 Schematic of automated device operation: (a) loading, (b) labeling, (c) rinsing, and (d) 
elution. Reservoirs 1 and 2 were filled with bicarbonate buffer, and reservoirs 3 to 6 were filled with 
elution solution (85% ACN and 15% bicarbonate buffer), dye, HSP90, and rinsing solution (50% 
ACN and 50% bicarbonate buffer), respectively. (a) For sample loading, reservoirs 1 and 5 were 
grounded, and +650 V and +200 V were applied to reservoirs 2 and 3, respectively.  (b) For sample 
labeling, reservoirs 1 and 4 were grounded, and +650 V and +200 V were applied to reservoirs 2 and 
3, respectively.  (c) For rinsing, reservoirs 1 and 6 were grounded, and +650 V and +250 V were 
applied to reservoirs 2 and 4, respectively. (d) For elution, reservoirs 1 and 3 were grounded, and 
+650 V and +250 V were applied to reservoirs 2 and 4, respectively.  The solution flow directions 
are indicated by arrows. 
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with buffer having different ACN concentrations (i.e., 30% and 50%) and applying the same 

voltages as in the previous step for 10 min. For elution, the rinse solution in reservoir 1 was 

replaced with eluent consisting of 85% ACN and 15% bicarbonate buffer. During elution, 

reservoir 1 was grounded while a voltage of +600 V was applied to reservoir 2 for 10 min. 

For integrated automation experiments conducted on microdevices based on the design in 

Figure 3.1b, platinum wires were inserted into the solution-filled reservoirs to provide electrical 

contact. Two high-voltage power supplies provided all applied potentials. A custom-designed 

voltage-switching box was controlled by LabView and applied potentials to the microchips. 

Reservoirs 1 and 2 were filled with bicarbonate buffer, and reservoirs 3 to 6 were filled with 

elution solution (85% ACN and 15% bicarbonate buffer), dye, HSP90 (20 nM), and rinsing 

solution (50% ACN and 50% bicarbonate buffer), respectively. Automated experiments were 

performed through the steps shown in Figure 4.1. In each step, voltages were applied to different 

reservoirs for 10 min as listed in Table 4.1. The CCD and PMT detection setup was the same as 

described in Section 3.2.4. 

 

Table 4.1 Voltages applied to reservoirs for each step in automation experiments 

Reservoir 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Loading 0 650 200 - 0 - 
Labeling 0 650 200 0 - - 
Rinsing 0 650 - 250 - 0 
Elution 0 650 0 250 - - 

 “0” indicate the reservoir is grounded and “-” indicate the reservoir is floated 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Solid phase extraction and preconcentration of proteins on OMA monoliths 

As shown in Figure 4.2, different elution profiles of HSP90 were observed for columns 

with and without a monolith. For elution of HSP90 without a monolith, several peaks were 
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observed. The first two sharp peaks were assigned to unconjugated dye, and the third, small peak 

at a retention time of approximately 18 seconds was attributed to HSP90. In contrast, for elution 

from an OMA monolith, a single peak was observed at a retention time of approximately 22 

seconds. For protein sample in both conditions, the retention time of HSP90 was similar, but the 

peak area of the monolith extracted sample was approximately fourfold larger. The small peak 

area observed from elution without monolith was attributed to residual HSP90 after rinsing the 

reservoir, while the larger peak area observed from elution from the OMA monolith confirmed 

successful protein enrichment.  

4.3.2 Retention of sample on OMA monoliths 

Figure 4.3 shows the normalized retention of fluorescent dyes and proteins on OMA 

monoliths. Retention of the fluorescent dyes (Alexa Fluor 488 ester and FITC) on the column 

was relatively low, while retention of proteins (HSP90 and BSA) on the OMA monolith was 

clearly higher, which is consistent with the results reported by Nge et al.2  

Figure 4.2 Voltage driven elution profile of labeled HSP90 in a column with and without 
monolith. Traces are offset vertically for clarity. 
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Previous studies showed that preconditioning of monolithic columns influences the 

retention of amino acids and proteins.3 Nge et al.2 showed that the greatest retention of protein 

was observed when a BMA monolith was rinsed with 30% ACN just before sample loading, 

which was reported to help remove impurities and activate and/or hydrate the monolith surface to 

provide adequate contact with the liquid sample.4 However, good retention of protein on OMA 

monoliths was observed without preconditioning with ACN, which may be explained by the 

difference in hydrophobicity between BMA and OMA monoliths. 

4.3.3 Elution of samples from OMA monoliths 

Figure 4.4 shows 85% ACN elution profiles of labeled proteins and their corresponding 

fluorescent dyes on an OMA column that had already been rinsed with 50% ACN. For the 

elution of HSP90 and Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester (Figure 4.4a), a single peak of HSP90 was seen 

at approximately 20 seconds, while no peak for Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester was observed, 

presumably because the rinse step eluted all the dye. This result showed that labeled HSP90 was 

adsorbed and retained on the monolith after rinsing with 50% ACN solution and successfully 

Figure 4.3 Retention of dyes and proteins. 
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eluted using 85% ACN, while Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester was rinsed off with 50% ACN, 

consistent with their retention on the monolith shown in Figure 4.3. In a different experiment 

done under the same conditions, a single peak of labeled BSA was eluted with 85% ACN, while 

no peak for FITC was observed in the 85% ACN elution after a 50% ACN rinse (Figure 4.4b), 

suggesting successful retention and elution of BSA on an OMA monolith. 

In addition, different concentrations of labeled BSA were eluted using an OMA column. In 

the elution profiles of BSA, peak areas increased with BSA concentration (Figure 4.5a). The plot 

of peak area versus BSA concentration (Figure 4.5b) showed very poor correlation between peak 

area and concentration. Indeed, a 100-fold increase in BSA concentration increased the peak area 

by less than four fold, demonstrating less than ideal potential for quantitative work with these 

initial results. This may be due to the limited retention capacity of the monolith: the active 

binding sites on the monolith may be saturated by the higher concentrations of BSA, such that 

not all the BSA was retained on the monolith. 
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Figure 4.4 Elution profiles of labeled protein and fluorescent dye from OMA monolithic columns. 
(a) HSP90 and Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester and (b) BSA and FITC. Traces are offset vertically for 
clarity.  
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4.3.4 Off- and on-chip labeling of HSP90 with Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester  

Figure 4.6 shows elution profiles for HSP90 labeled off- and on-chip with Alexa Fluor 

488 TFP ester. It was observed that the elution of HSP90 labeled on-chip with Alexa Fluor 488 

ester was similar to that for protein labeled off-chip. Protein peaks in both samples appeared at 

approximately the same time (~25 s). The small peak at approximately 8 seconds was observed 

Figure 4.6 Elution profiles of HSP90 labeled on-chip and off-chip. Traces are offset 
vertically for clarity.  
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in the on-chip labeled sample, which is attributed to unconjugated fluorescent dye due to the 

shorter incubation time (15 min for on-chip labeling versus overnight for off-chip labeling). This 

result shows that on-chip labeling can be integrated with automated SPE in a single microfluidic 

device. 

4.3.5 Automated analysis of samples 

To test the feasibility of automated and integrated on-chip SPE, preconcentration, and on-

chip labeling, a six-reservoir microchip with OMA monolith in the microchannel (Figure 3.1b) 

was used. Automated loading and elution of 10 mg/mL Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester, as well as on-

chip labeling HSP90 were carried out separately, and the results are shown in Figure 4.7. For the 

Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester solution, a single peak at around 17 seconds was observed in the 

rinsing step with 50% ACN, while no obvious peak was observed in elution with 85% ACN 

(Figure 4.7a), indicating that essentially all of the dye was eluted from the monolith in the rinsing 
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Figure 4.7 Rinsing and elution profiles of (a) pure Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester and (b) HSP90 
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step. For on-chip labeling HSP90 (Figure 4.7b), a peak at around 20 seconds was observed in the 

rinsing step, similar to that observed in the rinsing of the Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester solution. In 

the elution step, a single peak at approximately 24 seconds was observed, indicating that HSP90 

was successfully extracted, labeled, and eluted on-chip in an automated manner. 

 4.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the optimized OMA monolith was applied as a solid support for on-chip 

labeling. Successful sample extraction and on-chip labeling were shown. HSP90 and BSA 

samples were retained and eluted through SPE on an OMA monolith in a microfluidic device. In 

addition, HSP90 was fluorescently labeled on-chip, while the unreacted dye was eluted 

separately from the labeled protein. Conditions for automated on-chip fluorescent labeling of 

protein were developed.  

The combination of the proven enrichment capacity of SPE with on-chip labeling shows 

great potential to address the need for sample pretreatment and preconcentration. In addition, this 

approach can be further integrated with other sample pretreatment techniques, such as affinity 

extraction, to achieve greater specificity, providing powerful and automated approaches for more 

complicated bioanalysis. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Conclusions 

5.1.1 Optimized monoliths for solid phase extraction 

Reversed phase, polymeric monoliths in cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) devices in Chapter 

3 were successfully prepared and optimized. Different types and concentrations of monomers 

were used, and each resultant monolith was characterized. Retention experiments on proteins 

were conducted to evaluate monolith performance. Results show that monoliths prepared with 

30% octyl methacrylate (OMA) were the best choice for solid phase extraction (SPE) of selected 

proteins. 

This optimized formulation of monolith offers advantages. These monoliths exhibit high 

surface area and adjustable pore size for successful SPE. HSP90 and BSA were successfully 

extracted and eluted. Furthermore, liquid solutions, such as aqueous buffers and solvents like 

acetonitrile, flow through the optimized monolith by capillary action. Finally, electrophoretic 

methods can be used to move fluid through the column, avoiding the use of equipment to 

generate high pressure and offering potential for further integration. 

5.1.2 On-chip labeling and automation 

Monoliths optimized in Chapter 3 were prepared in microchannels in COC devices. A 

comparison between the elution profiles of off-chip labeled HSP90 with and without the 

monolith demonstrated successful sample enrichment and improved peak specificity. 
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Subsequently, monolithic SPE with on-chip labeling was integrated. HSP90 was fluorescently 

labeled on chip, while unreacted dye was eluted separately from the labeled protein. Results 

showed that HSP90 was labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 TFP ester in 15 minutes. Finally, 

automated conditions for integrated on-chip SPE and labeling were tested and evaluated. 

 The combination of SPE and on-chip labeling showed potential to address the need for 

sample preconcentration and pretreatment. The ease of monolith preparation and fast on-chip 

labeling could reduce analysis time and effort compared other techniques. In addition, this 

approach can be further integrated with other sample preparation and separation techniques to 

achieve greater specificity for more complicated bioanalysis. 

5.2 Future work 

5.2.1 Optimization of monoliths 

Although experiments were able to demonstrate proof-of-concept with SPE using 

polymeric monoliths, quantification of protein biomarkers still requires more work. As shown in 

Chapter 4, the relationship between different HSP90 concentrations and their corresponding peak 

area in the elution profiles did not follow the expected linear trend, which may be due in part to 

the retention capacity of these monoliths. 

There are several device parameters can be further modified to achieve better quantification 

capability. First, the ratio of monomer to porogen can be further adjusted to change the column 

porosity, which influences the surface area, column flow rate, and the resultant retention and 

elution. In addition, experimental conditions, such as the highest voltages that can be applied 

without solvent evaporation due to Joule heating, are also affected by surface area and porosity, 

which in turn determines the peak shape and capacity. Moreover, column length can be tuned to 
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vary loading capacity. With these conditions optimized, quantitative experiments can be 

conducted, and corresponding calibration methods can be established. 

5.2.2 Integration 

Future challenges in liquid based separation techniques are in life science applications, 

especially for screening and analysis of biomarkers for diagnosis. Although biomarker analysis 

has been demonstrated in microfluidics, detection and quantification for real samples remains 

preliminary. Biofluids in human, animals and plants are extremely complex, consisting of a 

variety of substances with different compositions and structures. Therefore, better selectivity, 

higher sensitivity, and lower detection limits are important in bioanalysis. These problems can be 

addressed through multidimensional combination of extraction, separation, and detection in 

microfluidic systems. 

Potential for integration of multiple functions in a single, miniaturized device has been a 

central advantage of microfluidics. Microfluidic devices integrating sample extraction, 

purification, preconcentration, separation and detection offer great potential for point of care 

applications. Microfluidic systems integrating monolithic columns have been used for SPE, 

preconcentration, mixing, and separation, as summarized by several in-depth reviews.1, 2 

The monoliths reported in this work have potential to be integrated with upstream 

immunoaffinity sample extraction and downstream electrophoresis separation. The Woolley 

group has demonstrated the integration of immunoaffinity extraction and electrophoresis 

separation for cancer-relevant samples in blood serum.3, 4 In fact, a design for integration, as 

shown in Figure 5.1, has been proposed. Biofluid is loaded in the device and first passes through 

the affinity column, in which target biomarkers are extracted via antibody-antigen interaction. 

Subsequently, the extracted biomarkers are released and pass through the enrichment column for 
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preconcentration and fluorescence labeling. Finally, labeled biomarkers are eluted, and then 

separated by electrophoresis. 

 

 

 5.3 Outlook 

In summary, in my thesis I have developed a monolithic column integrated with sample 

preconcentration and on-chip labeling. Further integration of this monolithic column with other 

microfluidic components should provide additional selectivity, along with separation and 

detection. This thus contributes to the development of integration and miniaturization. Combined 

with rapid developments in other areas, such as novel materials, fabrication and engineering 

techniques, microfluidics will have a profound impact on the future of life sciences. 
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Figure 5.1 Layout of the proposed integration of (a) immunoaffinity extraction (blue), (b) sample 
preconcentration and labeling (red), and (c) electrophoresis separation (green). The affinity column is 
the black filled rectangle on the left, and the enrichment column is the black filled rectangle near the 
middle. Reservoirs numbering is: 1-sample, 2-wash, 3-affinity eluent, 4-affinity waste, 5-fluorescence 
label, 6-label eluent, 7-protein eluent, 8-elution waste, 9-microchip electrophoresis injection, 10-
electrophoresis buffer, 11-electrophoresis waste, and 12-injection waste. 
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